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Hot topic clothes for girls

We gave you some hints and suggestions. Now let's look at the styles you're most likely to see when you hit the shops. Choose a color - Some of the large colors for autumn crimone (and juicy rubies), persimum, marigolds, deep green, bronze, plum, gray, copper and sienna. New fur in
coats, jackets and tunics - they can be long and cuddly or plush and realistic, but your wardrobe will not be complete without at least one faux fur accessory. If you don't like this one, even a wool coat or jacket with a detachable fur collar will work. Retro prints in patterns and colors from the
1960s and 1970s - If you love orange, green, brown and aquamarine in the howlings, flowers and simple geometric, you'll be right at home. Animal prints – They look so natural and they are easy to incorporate into your dressing. Use them in tops and accessories if looking like a big cat on
the go seems a bit too obvious to you. Hint: If you want an outstanding accent, pair snakesers with another neutral outfit for a feral bite. Large knitting in sweaters, coats and vests - By and large we mean thick and with a large weaving. Probably, you will be able to find flat knitting, but the
appearance here is bold and fluffy. If you've ever missed your favorite fuzzy blanket, this hug has been done with you in mind. Lots of outlets in everything from handbags to jewelry – They'll be so prominent in stores this fall that you'll see the dots in your sleep. Oh, sorry - these are your
new sheets. Tunics with pants - tunics definitely this year. Paired with trousers and a lace top, they are a safe but definitely elegant choice. Dramatic layering is not an scooning styling. It's combining a look that coordinates prints, colors and textures to show off your wardrobe smart. Buy
high-quality layerings of pieces such as scarves and vests, and make them earls. Big-hip and small plaids (sometimes mixed and matched) - It's not Professor McGonagall's tartan coat. These plaids are bright and cheerful. Ponchos and nakadky - In knitted and thin fabrics, outerwear such
as wool and cashmere, naks, naks and ponchos have a wonderfully liquid silhouette that you'll love. They can also be perfectly comfortable and look energetic and elegant. Statement coats - Long and slender, these coats look like they cost a fortune - and sometimes do. With wide-legged
trousers (another of this year's trends), or kiki short skirt, they look spectacular. It's a new year, and one nice thing about going back to school (yes, there's something good about it) is that you can reinvent your style. Retro, preppy, edgy and classically elegant all looks great back to school
this season, and one of them is sure to suit the new you. Advertising Page 2's Nieme has been all over the place in this and it's not just your jeans run-of-the-mill. Models scinged on the catwalks in denim overalls, dresses, dresses, long skirts, suits, espadrilles, bright beggars and acidwashing pants (yes, you read it correctly). Skinny jeans continued to appear everywhere, but there are plenty of options for those of us who like to be comfortable as well as trendy. We're not suggesting you run out and buy a $700 denim jumpsuit like what was shown on the runway spring
2011, so while these haute couture trends make their way into the mainstream, get a jump on things by exploring our best trends in jeans. Ad content Anyone who curses the skinny-jean trend (we know you're there) can now rest easy: If you want to look chic in a gyniemi, you no longer
have to squeeze into what looks drawn. Jean of the moment - high waist, wide-legged and slightly flared, best worn belted at the waist with a neatly tucked into a shirt. And the collective sigh of relief begins now. Advertising Yes, we said double denym. D on D. This trend, admittedly, is not
for people with weak hearts - there is a very short distance between fashionista and fashion disaster. To make sure you stay firmly in the first category, stay erased from loose cuts and very light washes from the denium. Wear items that are more tailored (such as tunic and skinny jeans),
and mix different washed-outs to avoid the dreaded effect of an all-colored color. Advertising We can't believe we're actually putting this in print: Bleached jeans are back - including that scouring of 1980s fashion, acid-washable jean. A trendy forward way to wear bleached denim, apparently
with mixed textures (Elle magazine recommends leather-pony-haired Jimmy Choo pins), but we wouldn't definitely advocate a double denim look here. The advert, despite the fact that wide legs are now a thing, skinny jeans and jigging - leggings made to look like ultra-skinny jeans - won't
soon depart. They are beginning to change, however, from the ubiquitous dark washing of the past few seasons. If you're feeling brave, try a pair of neon jiggings (keep your shirt dark or neutral, of course) paired with flat-shaped shoes that are shoes with a high, flat platform. This look will
really put you on a fashion edge. Advertising Guys, now there's an acceptable, non-jean way to wear your nieme. This year, all fashionable rags appear western-style denim shirts. Vintage is the coolest way to wear this trend, so if you're buying a new one, make sure it has this worn-out
look. And please, if you're not a real cowboy, skip your boots and jeans with a denim shirt. Advertising Like a few trends we've listed so far, the mention of denim shorts (known somewhat comically as jorts) can send shivers down the spine of those who survived its previous incarnation in
the 90s. But fear not: While the cuts have been deemed acceptable to fashion gods, we're not asking you Daisy Duke-short Duke-short pockets that are eddying. Rolled cuffs seem to be the way to go and you can wear their distressed or customized ones. And for a particularly relevant
back, connect them with a sophisticated object such as a cashmere sweater or a structured jacket. It's a fun combination of high and low. Advertising Over the past few years, short has been the way to go with denim skirts; The mid-thigh mini had been all the rage for a while and things
didn't get much longer than the dark-wash, knee-jerk pencil skirt. But long, ankle-brush denim skirts are suddenly all over the place. As with many fashion trends, however, you need to be careful to buy exactly the right thing. The wrong skirt can send you straight to the Little House on
prairie territory. Advertising Men's jeans have been stuck in a bit of a rut for a while. The default carcass has been dark, dark, dark for years, but now everything is lit up: faded, distressed jeans are back. But be warned if you decide to bury in a cupboard to recycle some early 90s denyms.
One too many gaps, the shade is too light or an inch too high at the waist and you're stuck in Daddy Jean territory. Advertising If you've stocked up on jegging, trouser jeans, skirts and georges, and you still feel there's not enough denim in your life, the next step is a spring for a pair of
denim shoes - and there's something to choose from. Espadrilles, ballet flats, lace booties, shuttles... You name it, it's in the denym. This season's denim jackets don't have too much to do with a classic denim jacket. The standard version we all know will probably never come out of style,
but the trend right now is sewing and structure. Talbots, for example, sells a pretty cotton denim jacket with a bow on the collar. But if your style is more punk rock, you'll be glad to know that a cropped, sleeve-ripped classic jean vest has made quite a few appearances in fashion magazines.
Happy shopping! Looking for school fashion tips so you can look stylish and still fit your dress code docused? Check out our fashion tips in 2012. Become great. In 2011, the trend of blue jeans will be found out. (July 8, 2011) Christina. How can jeans cost $300? In the 1990s on July 7,

2011. (July 8, 2011) registered. Lifestyle monitor. (July 8, 2011) Lynn. Levi Strauss: A Brief History. Levi Strauss. (July 12, 2011) . How to steal the trends of spring 2011, now. October 27, 2011 Bazaar. Smart shopping: wide-leg jeans. (July 8, 2011) s Bazaar. New denim styles of spring
and how to wear them. 25-Apr-2011 (July 8, 2011) Joanne. Spring denim guide. Elle. December 12, 2011 (July 8, 2011) 28imageIndex%29/43/%28play%29/falseValet. Laundry cycle. (8 July 2011) UK. To all the denyms. (July 8, 2011) Brittany. Wear new wide spring leg jeans now and turn
the pavement into your runway. She finds. January 24, 2011 (July 8, 2011) Something about the future Malefisent, from May 30, really speaks to the fashion world. Maybe the fact is that Angelina Jolie looks really fierce in those prosthetic larceny, and maybe it's because Maleficent has
always been secretly the most fashionable of them all. There was originally a collaboration with MAC x Maleficent make-up, which, despite being branded gothic raven wings, was acceptable for all ages - and now it's that will satisfy your inner teen, but not your parents. Malefisent's film has
teamed up with Hot Topic on the line of foreign clothing, and we have to say we kind of love the results. They're a very hot topic, as in after high school you probably can't get away with wearing Hot Topic outside the house, but they're also moody and goth-lite, as in: Maybe we could get
away with wearing some of these moody, goth-lite pieces outside the house? The collection comes out in May, giving you plenty of time to practice rolling your eyes when your mom asks why you're wearing an asymmetrical crow feather top. Pre-order the collection on Hot Topic now.
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